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EDITOR’S NOTE

With the economy slowly recuperating from the aftermath of waves of Covid-
19, the financial sector too is gearing up for recovery and normalcy. The last
18 months or so have seen a major learning curve for every kind of

Volatility professionals. In this backdrop, we are pleased to present you with this 3rd

edition of Volatility Coaches of India in a digital magazine format.
Financial Freedom Fraternity is the community of Financial Advisors who engage

themselves in learning and development on continuous basis. The community
includes Certified Financial Planners, RVCC Alumnis, Financial Professionals, Mutual
Fund Distributors and Portfolio Managers. The idea of the virtual conference titled 2nd

Financial Freedom Fraternity Conference ‘Saptaanga’ (September 3-5, 2021) is to
move to the next level post Corona in the way work is done, and Volatility Coaches
organise this conference for the benefit of the financial advisor community to help the
community members learn from each other and from Volatility experts. These 
professionals believe in  only one motive and mission — to serve their clients better.

We are confident that this digital magazine and the conference would serve as an
ideal platforms in terms of  value adding the understanding of the financial 
professionals in this challenging time.

Bob Roy
Editor
Times Response, The Times of India Group, Kolkata



F inancial Freedom Fraternity is a
tribe of dedicated Mutual Fund
distributors who are committed

to learn and serve their clients with the
exemplary service. Volatility Coaches
are further trained and specialised in
engaging clients with games, tools and
special skills. The third edition of the
volatility coaches of
India brings to you the
extraordinary stories of
financial success of
investors who hired
volatility coaches and
have achieved success
in their financial life.

All these stories show-
case two very specific
role of a volatility coach
in the life of the client. If
a financial advisor/ MFD
is able to do the below
mentioned two things in
a life of an investor, he
has fulfilled the job of
the volatility coach:

1. Managing emotions
of the client- There are
two major emotion of an investor and
that is greed and fear. As an investor
everyone tends to become greedy
when the equity market is expensive
and become fearful when the market is
down or cheap. The basic idea is to
manage the behaviour of the investor.
The best way to manage the behaviour
is by managing disciplines and continu-
ing to invest for the goal and not get
upset with the ups and downs of the
market.

2. Rebalancing: The second most
important role of the volatility coach is

to rebalance assets as and when
required. Most of the time an investor
does not make return or less return
because of the reason either asset allo-
cation is not done from time to time or
rebalancing is not done from time to
time. Asset allocation in simple terms is
a strategy where the profit in one asset

class is transferred to the
other asset class and
make all asset class as
identified initially in the
risk profile earlier. This
way profit is also booked,
and rebalancing is also
done.

The two aspects of
managing clients are -
Understanding the will-
ingness of the client to
achieve the desired goal.
Second aspect is the skill
which a client can hire in
the form of a volatility
coach to get the inciden-
tal advice and then con-
tinuous guidance in man-
aging the wealth.

The Saptaang model of leadership is
very important to understand. Any
investor will fall in one of the seven cat-
egory – Swami (the king or the founder),
Amatya (CEO or the manager next to
the King), Janapada (Marketing head),
Durga (Infrastructure, Technology head),
Kosh (Finance Manager), Dand 

(Team Manager), Mitra (consultant).
The role of a volatility coach is like one
of the mitra who take care of the wealth
management and get all answers relat-
ed to the same in the financial journey
of the investor.

FOLLOWING THE SAPTAANG MODEL, PROPER COMMUNICATION AND TO
PRESENT AND JUDGE THINGS ALONG WITH REASSURING YOUR CLIENTS THAT
THEY ARE ON TRACK AND THAT YOU ARE ON TOP OF THEIR SITUATION,
MAKES A GOOD ADVISOR

KANAK KR JAIN
VOLATILITY COACH 
& FOUNDER,
SSL ACADEMY

PREFACE
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SEVEN PILLARS
OF LEADERSHIP



A t SSL Academy learning is fun and
full of engagement! Returns are
there in all asset classes, but

when to invest in which asset class, how
to set a location, and how to do rebalanc-
ing are the ultimate questions. SSL
Academy is a major trend-setter in the
world of finance, as it is the only institute
in India which teaches the toughest of the
financial terminologies, and develops
courses in the form of engaging games.

Software/ Tools for Investor
Education & Games

Volatility Game Play and Grow Rich- 
Equity and Debt Re Balancing
Debt Volatility Game – Inter Debt Re 
Balancing
Technical Analysis Volatility Game- 
Focuses on RSI and EMA Analysis 
Fundamental Analysis Volatility Game
& Tools- To Select 20-30 Multi Bagger
Stocks from over 1500+ NSE Stocks
Mutual Fund Analysis Game & Tools-

How to eliminate and select the best
MF Equity, Hybrid and Debt schemes
for investment on the daily basis with

fundamental data.
Automated one Page Goal Based 
Financial Planning Tool
Detailed Financial Planning Tool to 
make a complete financial plan
Options Game with options pricing 
calculators (Launch Dec 2021)
Simple Financial Health Check-up 

Tool for investors to know score for 
financial wellness

Illusion Game / card game / board
game (All physical games which can
be played with 2 or more players in
a group or before and investor edu-
cation program)

Bull and bear game to understand 
good and bad market will follow each
other, nothing is static.
Two horse riders -To understand 
Rebalance Strategy
Perfect Square – Understanding 
Importance of Emergency Fund.
Boom Card Game - Memory game to
take more risk inspiration to gain with
memory.
Flexicap Card Game - Card Game to 
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THE VOLATILITY
GAME - PLAY

AND GROW
RICH, THROUGH
GAMIFICATION

TEACHES 
INDIVIDUALS TO

MANAGE
FINANCIAL

PORTFOLIOS
SUCCESSFULLY

IN THE EVER
CHANGING

MARKET 
CONDITIONS

LEARN THROUGH
GAMIFICATION
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Asset allocation 
where  flexi cap 
fund are best suited for all
seasons (launch sept 2021)
FundaAttack - Card Game Play and 
learn what are the fundamental 
Ratios and Financials one should look
in a winning stock and a portfolio 
(launch Nov 2021)
Tol Mol ke Goal - Board Game Which 
shows the up and down of life. The 
final purpose is to reach the destina-
tion with maximum Gold and not just
reach the destination (launch Dec 
2021)
Turnover Board Game- Turn Bear or 
the bull down (A board game with 
bull and bear coins – The maximum 
on board wins) (Launch Feb 2021)
Takeover Board Game - Bull and Bear
fight face to face- if you take over 
(pass over the other player coins you
get them – finally who ever have 
more coins wins) (Launch April 2021)
Dream Game- With wooden blocks to
visualize your financial goals – Game
with 2-6 players. The one who gets 
more blogs and perform the task 
wins before it falls. (launch May 2021)

Riddle Games during the workshops
(downloadable)

Internal Market Potential - Your 
natural market is more than what you
see - 16 square riddle
9 Dot Game - Think out of the box
Crises is not the end - video with 
riddle and solution
Mind Set Game - Divide the square 
and see how we get conditioned
Pyramid from 12 wooden Balls- 
Investments are simple don’t make 
them complicated (Dec 2021 launch)

Get out of trap with little
adjustment- spring puzzle of

situa tion (Dec 2021 launch)

Leadership and Team Games
Influencer Game- Learning 
Communication in a form of a game
Vision Game- Understanding leader-
ship and team management in a 
game
USD- Hand Movement Game for kids
and adults
Creativity Game- Three-day work-
shop based game to learn creativity 
and storytelling through visual art.

Certification Programs:
RVCC- Joint Certification with NSE 
Academy
Beyond Bond Basics- Joint 
Certification with IBS
MBA Personal Finance- Launch by 
Swami Vivekananda University

Membership Offered
Financial Freedom Fraternity – All 
attendees of FFF Conference and 
RVCC Alumni
FFF Pro Annul Membership – to use 
Volatility tools like MF Analysis tools,
Equity Analysis tools, Various 
Calculators and Financial Planning 
tools
Volatility Coach Program Life 
Membership - Licence to conduct all
Volatility Games, courses and repre
sent Financial Freedom Fraternity.
Money Magnet Tribe- Investors and 
Students who are certified RVCC 
moderated by the Volatility Coaches’
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Debt and equity markets have seen massive ups and
down in the recent past. While equity markets today,
are at all-time highs the volatility has affected all

investors. Having said that, we continue to remain extremely
optimistic about the long-term growth potential of the coun-
try and note that economic sentiment remains buoyant in the
near term indicating a robust pull back from the Covid lock-
down related disruptions. We are also witnessing new age
businesses come to the capital markets signalling economic
evolution and dynamism in the economy.

From an investor’s perspective, patience and discipline are
key attributes for long term investors in their
goal to gain financial independence. The
enablement of financial products through
‘Fintechs’ and other market intermediaries
has also improved the availability of infor-
mation and access to capital markets at
pace hitherto unseen in the Indian capital
markets. The flexibility of investing across
online and offline channels allows investors
in every age bracket to conveniently take
steps channelize their savings in their jour-
ney to become financially independent.

The importance of financial independence
cannot be stressed enough. It essentially
refers to having complete control over your
finances. It also means having the peace of
mind that comes with knowing that you
have invested enough to manage your
expenses and lifestyle for the foreseeable
future. In the long run, financial independ-
ence gives you the confidence that irrespec-
tive of your age or life stage, you are well-equipped to handle
all responsibilities.

But achieving financial independence cannot be done
overnight. Just as one would aspire for freedom in other walks
of life, achieving financial independence too requires ade-
quate planning, meticulous execution and patience.

So here are six key steps to declare, fight for, and win your
way to financial independence:

Evaluate lifestyle and outline goals: In the pursuit to be
financially independent, first, you must prioritize your finan-
cial goals for the long-term while keeping life events in mind.
Then divide your current income into two buckets – savings
and expenses– in a way that balances current lifestyle with
the long term aspirations. As your income increases, you
should re-evaluate your allocation to each bucket. Further

savings need to be invested prudently in order for them to
generate wealth over the long term.

Be a habitual investor, not an occasional investor: Any
‘investment’ should not be a one-off thing. To achieve finan-
cial independence, you have to adopt a disciplined approach
to investing. Build and expand your portfolio systematically
and routinely. Investments made with a long-term horizon will
offer sufficient time for your capital to appreciate and help
you achieve your goals more easily

Diversify your investment: There is no magic formula for
investing and neither is there a one-size-fits-all investment

strategy for everybody. But an ideal way to pro-
tect your portfolio from the vagaries of a single
asset class is to diversify your investments.
Invest in a mix of asset classes, including equi-
ty, debt, gold, international markets based on
your time frame, financial goals, and risk
appetite

Prepare an emergency fund: Life is unpre-
dictable, and no matter how well we plan and
prepare, we will be surprised by what life has in
store for us. So, ensure you have an emergency
fund that can allow you to survive for at least
six months based on your average monthly
expenses (living costs). This will act as a safety
net for any contingencies.

Long term focus for a reasonable post-
retirement kitty: In the rush to achieve current
goals, don’t forget to factor in long term savings
needed for managing lifestyle post-retirement.
That is the time when you will not have a regu-
lar or substantial inflow of funds, and therefore,

you need to depend on your savings. It is thus important to
allocate a part of your portfolio to investments which you do
not withdraw in the short or medium term

Review your investments periodically: Make it a habit to
review your finances every six months and keep track of the
performance of your entire portfolio. This will keep you in
control of your finances and allow you to make changes as
needed. For example, increasing the investment amount,
redeeming certain investments, rebalancing your portfolio,
and so on.

Given life’s uncertainty, achieving financial independence is
today paramount for people across age groups. And following
these simple steps is likely to help you get closer to this goal.

PLAN YOUR INVEST-
MENTS CAREFULLY
ACHIEVING FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE REQUIRES ADEQUATE PLANNING, METICULOUS EXECUTION
AND PATIENCE. HERE ARE SIX KEY FINANCIAL INSIGHTS AND STEPS. READ ON… 

CHANDRESH
NIGAM
MD & CEO,AXIS MF

Source: Axis MF Research

Mutual Fund Investments are subject to market risks,
read all scheme related documents carefully.
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For an investor, true portfolio diversification is
achieved when the portfolio is invested across 
un-correlated assets.

At the simplest level this is achieved by taking a risk
appropriate exposure to shares and bonds. However, as
surpluses increase, one can also look to add gold,
commodities and real estate to your asset allocation.
Research suggests that your asset allocation tends to 
influence almost 91.5% of your returns rather than your
choice of stocks or timing the market. Hard assets like gold
and real estate tend to do better in times of
rising inflation expectation.

In fact, real estate world over is seeing a
flow of institutional money in recent times.
One reason is that the rental yields were
higher than the interest rates in most
developed economies; However, the 
stability of cash flow, the resilience of 
certain segments even in wake of the 
pandemic, and low correlation with the
equity markets have established Real
Estate as an asset class to reckon.

Any asset class that attracts large money
brings in innovation and the development
of new segments. New instruments like
REITs, tokenization are emerging along with
the non-traditional sectors comprising of
Data Centers,

Senior living, and self-storage, that are witnessing above
average growth as the sector adapts to the changing
times.

Data is the backbone of the digital future. With the 
growing data needs, the requirements of data storage are
also increasing. Instead of storing the apps and data on a
server in the office premises businesses are migrating the
data to the cloud or are using remote locations for data
servers. This has propelled the demand for physical space
for housing servers, routers, switches, etc for cloud service
providers and businesses.

An aging population, nuclear families, preference for
independence are shaping up Senior living as a niche 
category in the US, UK, France, and Germany. Senior living
apartments are specifically designed with the wants and
needs of older adults in mind. Elements of a traditional

home that are challenging at an old age such as stairs, high
cabinets, etc. chores such as cleaning, laundry, and other
household duties are taken care of in the Senior living
communities through an echo system replete with hospi-
tal/ medical centre, laundry and housekeeping services,
much more. Many adults above 62 years of age are selling
their houses and moving into such communities on rent,
attracting capital to this space in parts of the 
developed world. Self-storage businesses offer space-
strapped customers a secure place in which to store

things they don’t need right now but can’t
bring themselves to throw away. People
use self-storage for many different 
reasons, including household downsizes,
renovations, relocations, military posts,
and for holding business records.

The mainstay for real estate investors
remains the traditional mix of commercial
and residential properties. Areas like
warehouses, cold storage, and urban
space for the last mile retail delivery are
on the investor's radar due to the boom in
online shopping. This leaves greater scope
for landlords to command rental increases
in well-located submarkets that enable a
logistics operator or retailer to strike a 
balance between delivery speed,
warehousing, and transportation costs.

In the era of asset light businesses, more and more 
businesses are leasing office space instead of buying.This

has created a space for large institutions to buy offices
and earn a rental income from quality tenants. Though the
pandemic has seen an acceleration in the work from home
concept, offices are here to stay. Most good companies
will look at smaller offices but will upgrade to what are 
typically termed as Grade A buildings. Multiple factors like
mobility, low affordability, unwillingness to lock in large
capital are driving more individuals to stay in rented 
apartments.

As Larry Swedroe said - Diversification is the only free
lunch in investing. You may as well eat a lot of it. As the
real estate sector adapts to changing times, brings in 
innovation like REITs and attracts large money, it definitely
warrants consideration in every portfolio.

EMERGING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
IN REAL ESTATE
BEST APPROACH IN CHALLENGING TIMES IS TO BE WELL-DIVERSIFIED. AS WE RETURN TO NORMALCY,
WE SHOULD ADHERE TO ASSET ALLOCATION PLANS

AJIT MENON
CEO, PGIM INDIA MF
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Market volatility is a part and
parcel of the equity investing
journey. While one cannot

wish away volatility, a
prudent investor can
always try and make
the most of the oppor-
tunities market volatili-
ty presents. One of the
easiest ways to being
prepared for volatile
times is through invest-
ing in dynamically man-
aged asset
al locat ion/balanced
advantage category
scheme.

In such a scheme, if
the market valuation is
attractive, then the allo-
cation is incrementally
made towards equities
and if the valuation
turns expensive, profits
are booked and the same is deployed in
debt. The equity allocation in case of a
fund like ICICI Prudential Balanced
Advantage Fund can be anywhere from
30% to 80%. Hence, a balanced advan-
tage scheme emerges as a one-stop
solution for your asset allocation
needs.

Furthermore, by investing in a bal-
anced advantage scheme, an investor
can be rest assured that they would not
be facing the challenges related to the

pitfall of greed and fear. Most often,
when markets are trending higher,
booking profits tend to be a challenging

proposition. Similarly,
during times of a mar-
ket correction, fear
stops most of the
investors from making
aggressive invest-
ments. As a result, an
investor loses on the
opportunity to buy low
and sell high, an
approach which helps
investors tap into dis-
proportionate gains
over the long term.
Through this fund, an
investor can address
these anomalies very
easily.

This makes balanced
advantage scheme an
all-weather investment

solution and can be considered by
investors across the risk appetite spec-
trum. It can also be considered as a
stepping stone into the world of equity
investments for a novice investor. Also,
if you are an investor looking to deploy
lump sum investment but are appre-
hensive due to elevated market valua-
tion, do consider investing into asset
allocation schemes.

A ONE-STOP
INVESTMENT
SOLUTION
BY INVESTING IN A BALANCED ADVANTAGE SCHEME, AN
INVESTOR CAN BE REST ASSURED THAT THEY WOULD NOT
BE FACING THE CHALLENGES RELATED TO THE PITFALL OF
GREED AND FEAR

ANIRUDDHA
CHAUDHURI
NHS RETAIL ICICI
PRUDENTIAL AMC
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T hat women are doing well lately in many spheres of
life is not news. Be it in building productive careers,
asserting their rights in married life, or in giving

expression to their aspirations, women have begun to
vocalise and give shape to fulfilment of their needs. In health,
education, politics, and business, they are making greater
strides than ever before.

However, on the other hand, gender gaps in
pay and financial decision making continue to
prevail, despite the narrative surrounding them
in the recent past revealing a transformation in
the making. Access to favourable working con-
ditions, specific careers, and wealth creation
opportunities continues to elude most women
in India today.

The current scenario, therefore, represents a
mixed bag of long-awaited successes and
missed opportunities. This warrants a deeper
look into where women have succeeded in per-
forming to potential and where they have met
with limited success.
Where women are doing well & not so
well

Girls tend to perform better than boys in their
formative years as far as education is con-
cerned. For instance, girls registered a pass
percentage of 99.24 percent in the recently
concluded CBSE class 10 examinations, as compared to
98.89 percent for boys. This pattern repeats at other levels of
secondary and higher secondary education. Foundationally,
girls seem to have a surer footing as far their academic
prowess, and therefore aptitude for learning, goes.

At later stages in life too, women continue to dominate
headlines. Millennial women, for instance, seem to know
what they want when it comes to their life, with most of
them demonstrating the maturity to invest towards their per-
sonal goals. In business, ventures owned by Indian women
entrepreneurs are likely to grow up to 90 percent in the next
5 years, according to an EdelGive Foundation report. Women
have become savvier in investing too, with female investors
earning 10 percent more returns every year than male
investors, as per an ET Money investment report.

Nevertheless, large sections of women have trouble in 
taking independent financial decisions. According to one

another survey, only one out of every three Indian women
took independent investment decisions as opposed to two
out of three men. Over ten percent of women were 
compelled to take investment decisions due to divorce or
husband's death. When it comes to finance-related careers
as well, women lag. In India, women represent just 8 percent

of all mutual fund managers and manage
only about 13 percent of all assets under 
management.
Reasons for this gap & the impor-
tance of financial awareness

A large part of the reason for this lack of
independent financial decision making by
women can be attributed to lack of financial
awareness. Women also tend to be risk
averse, opting for safer investments, thus
losing out on wealth creation opportunities.
This can again be attributed to lack of 
know-how when it comes to financial 
concepts related to wealth creation vehicles
like equity and mutual funds.

It is an at most important for the women
of the household, who are the heart of home
economy need to take an active participa-
tion in managing family finances. Afterall we
can strongly agree that educating and
empowering women is the key to economic

growth, political stability and social transformation.
ForHER - is an initiative to accelerate financial quo-
tient of Indian Women:

With the above  thought in mind, Aditya Birla Sun Life
Mutual Funds AMC Ltd (ABSLMF) has set out on a mission in
collaboration with The Women's Collection, Canada launched
one of the largest financial literacy initiatives focused for
women in India.

"ForHER" is an initiative aims to impart personal finance
education to Indian women, encourage them to actively par-
ticipate in household investment decisions, and to take up
financial product distribution as their preferred occupation.
The whole program will run on 3 solid objectives, Holistic -
approach to cover full scope of women's needs with right
alignment, Enablement- by enhancing financial literacy and
opportunity of employment and Respect - towards their 
emotions for empowerment and building confidence within.

WOMEN’S ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT
WOMEN’S FINANCIAL LITERACY AND OUTREACH IS THE NEED OF THE HOUR FOR INDIA

KS RAO
HEAD INVESTOR
EDUCATION & 
DISTRIBUTION 
DEVELOPMENT,
ABSL MF

"For woman, financial independence is a matter of necessity"
- Carry Schwab-Pomerantz. Board chair and President of Charles Schwab foundation.
"Teach her about how money really works, and she can change the world"
- Linda Davis Taylor, CEO and Chairman of Clifford Swan Investment counsellors.
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W e might like to think that we take decisions
based on our independent assessment. Not
really. A new study by the Journal of Consumer

Research called “Social Defaults: Observed Choices
Become Choice Defaults,” suggests that we are prone to
being copycats. Participants in the study were asked to
choose products. Rather than spending time on learning
about the product or asking questions,
participants simply mimicked the choices
of the crowd. This phenomenon is also
known as “Herding Bias.”

Herding Bias is very common mainly
because as human beings, we have a nat-
ural desire of being a part of the herd.
Staying in numbers makes us feel safe.
Following the crowd has helped us sur-
vive. During the stone-age, if we saw a
group of people running away from some-
thing, it would be a good idea to join the
group and run with them, rather than
explore the reason for their flight. This
‘learned behaviour’ has stayed with
homo-sapiens for ages.

The idea of moving with the crowd is so
deep rooted in our psyche that we make
many decisions based on where the herd
is. For example, while deciding between
two restaurants, are you likely to choose a busy one over
an empty one? Though completely unscientific, more
‘patrons’ is associated with ‘superior taste’ and ‘better
quality’. E-commerce websites publish a cluster of com-
plimentary goods under an unthreatening banner titled
‘What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item’, just to induce the next customer to buy it. OTT plat-
forms encourage binge watching by flashing ‘customers
who watched this movie/series also watched ‘xyz’
movies.

The above marketing messages are a play on Herding
Behaviour. Investment decisions are no different. While
taking financial decisions when investors copy what oth-
ers are doing rather than relying on expert advice, it leads
to ‘Herding’.

We witness herding when a particular sector, segment
of the market (like MidCaps/SmallCaps) or an asset class
(gold/debt/equities/real estate) is at the peak. Investors
have a tendency to over allocate to the flavour of the 
season.

In a recovery rally post GFC, IT sector saw very high
allocations, only to underperform post two years. Similar
was the case with Realty (CY-17 to CY18) and CY20 rally
in pharma has attracted a lot of funds.

While entry points seem very obvious, not knowing
when to exit can be painful. Following the herd makes
you enter the rally at its peak and exit it at the nadir, seri-

ously hampering your finances in the
process.

Favourable asset class cycles do not
last and winners rotate their stance.
Winners of the year end up becoming
underperformers of the subsequent peri-
od. Consequences of herding bias playing
out in the financial markets can be very
dire.

So, how can we avoid falling prey to
Herding Bias while taking financial deci-
sions?

Research - Studies have shown that
we tend to follow the herd more when we
have less knowledge about the subject.
Hence, reading more about the invest-
ments and increasing our knowledge is
the best defence against the bias.

Seek Professional Advice - Self-medication is proven
to be harmful in most cases. Since investing also requires
analysis of many factors which are constantly changes,
an expert’s advice should be sought.

Keep emotions in check - Avoid impulse buying and
selling. Transactions based on formula or pre-set rules will
help avoid emotional pitfalls.

Compounding is more powerful than absolute near
term returns 

The longer you are invested, the more you are reward-
ed, thanks to the power of compounding. The human
mind which is wired for linear thinking believes if 15%
compounding makes money 4x in 10 years then in 20
years it should become 8x and so on. However, 15% com-
pounding in 20 years multiplies your investment 16 times
and in 30 years it multiplies money a whopping 66 times.

Conclusion: Investing is more about behaviour than IQ
or predictions.

HERDING BIAS
UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF HERDING ON EVERYDAY CHOICES, INCLUDING
INVESTMENT DECISIONS

NAVIN
AGARWAL
MD & CEO, MOTILAL
OSWAL,AMC 



P eer-to-Peer investments, also known as
‘social lending’ or ‘crowd lending’, is an
online marketplace that brings borrow-

ers and investors together on the same plat-
form, whereby creditworthy borrowers can
avail credit, whereas investors or lenders can
earn interest on the amount lent. P2P
Investments are completely regulated and rec-
ognized by RBI as NBFC-P2P further adding
trust to the sector.

The P2P platform acts as an investment
avenue for investors whereby an individual
investor or financial institution can lend
through the platform and earn interest
through the repayments received. With bor-
rower rates between 6% to 35.88% p.a.,
LenDenClub has been consistently delivering
returns between 12-15% p.a. in the last 5
years.

In the wake of Covid-19, with rising volatil-
ity of equity markets and extended periods of
very low interest rates, investors have been
eyeing alternative investment classes. Also,
unlike other investment instruments, cash
flow is not tied to maturity and starts imme-
diately with monthly interest earnings coming
back. P2P investments offer investors a
steady and dependable investment platform,
while helping them to develop and enhance
their portfolio.

Recent entry by fintech giants further
strengthens the trust in the business model
and the future prospects. According to some
recent reports, the P2P industry is expected
to grow by 145% (CAGR) between 2020 to
2025. With increasing adoption for digital plat-
forms and a simplified hassle-free process,
P2P has been evolving as a preferred medium
for investors looking at higher returns.

How to invest in P2P
Some things to remember while investing

with a P2P platform:
Diversify your risk amongst multiple bor-

rowers in the lowest permissible investment
amount (as low as INR 500). This would

ensure high returns despite a few loan
defaults

Always reinvest the amount received
monthly from EMIs to get the benefit of com-
pounded interest on your investments

While you may test the platform with
smaller amounts to start with, minimum 
recommended amount is at least INR 25,000
to ensure optimum diversification 

Give at least 1 year to reap the optimum
benefits on your investments

Always prefer the platform’s Artificial intel-
ligence to manage your investments and to
get you optimum returns with the system
learnings 

Who are the current investors?
LenDenClub, India’s Largest Peer to Peer

Lending platform with over 50% market share
and 7 lakhs+ investors (highest in the indus-

try), recently conducted an extensive study on
Peer-to-Peer investment behaviour for the year
FY21. As per the study, salaried professionals
ranging from CXOs to Mid Managerial levels,
topped the chart as investors with average
investment size of INR 1.81 lakhs. INR 50,000 to
1 lakh was the most preferred amount among
lenders, accounting to approximately 50% of
the pie in terms of value. Market wise,
Bengaluru trumps the chart followed by
Hyderabad, Mumbai, Pune and Chennai.
LenDenClub – India’s Largest P2P invest-
ment platform

With more than 7 lakhs registered investors
and 15 lakhs registered borrowers on its plat-
form, LenDenClub is the largest Peer to Peer
(P2P) investment platform in India. Dominating
with a market share of more than 50%,
LenDenClub connects investors or lenders
looking for healthy and structured returns with
creditworthy borrowers looking for short-term
personal loans (verified on over 200 check
points). Its unique proprietary search platform
thus aims at filling the credit gap left unad-
dressed by the industry while providing consis-
tent returns to the ever-growing investor base.
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BHAVIN PATEL
CO-FOUNDER &
CEO, LENDENCLUB

WITH INCREASING ADOPTION FOR DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND A SIMPLIFIED HASSLE-FREE PROCESS,
P2P HAS BEEN EVOLVING AS A PREFERRED MEDIUM FOR INVESTORS LOOKING AT HIGHER RETURNS 

AN EMERGING
INVESTMENT CLASS 

LenDenClub has 
consistently delivered
12-15% p.a. returns in the
last 5 years

TIPS OF INVESTING
IN PEER-TO-PEER
LENDING

Diversify 
Reinvest 
Invest with a minimum 
of INR 25,000
Stay invested for at
least 1 year
Use Auto 
Invest – Platform’s 
Artificial intelligence 
tool
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Abraham Varghese, Kottayam
Many NRI’s get into debt trap by extravagance, generousness, ignorance, lack of planning
etc. One OCI approached me with a dream of making fast buck in stock market. He had
one very short goal and a long-term goal. It took few hours to bring him to the right mind
set. I advised him to keep short term money in FCNR account to manage currency
volatility and save on TDS. For long term, I suggested him to invest for retirement. He is
happy and managed to earn from the currency fluctuation and also saved for his retire-
ment. As a volatility coach, I want to continuously engage my investors and friends.

  

Aminder Singh, Pune
Focus on risk, returns will follow. I have seen this mindset on most of the investors ask-
ing for ‘Kitna Returns Milega’. This mindset leads to losses to most of the investors chas-
ing returns, a few of them land up losing money even in good investments, which is prob-
ably triggered with bad timing. I recommend my clients to focus on two very important
factors while investing.
1. Understanding the utility of the investments: We train our client to mark a goal
for utilising the money invested such that the duration, complexity and cruciality of the
goal is understood by the client himself.

2. Analysis of Risk: We split risk analysis in two ways:
First is risk appetite. Teaming up with the client, we understand the cashflows, other investments and risk
averse nature of the client to position the investment. Second is Portfolio Risk. Comparison of the investment
portfolio with the respective benchmark, overall portfolio rebalancing, risk coverage (insurance) and emer-
gency funds positioning is checked. In 2020, when markets were crashing, I gave a call with concerns over
the fall in the markets. Aminder asked calmly ‘this is a good opportunity, kitna paisa daalna hai, (how much
to invest)’, our discussed goals are too far from panic. Understand the risk, returns are bound to come.

  

Amitt Kachroo, Delhi
I often say to my clients that ‘Sometimes it is not about the money but rather the
process of managing it’. Well, this pandemic proved my point time and again.
Unfortunately, our country and economy are both going through a challenging time cou-
pled with uncertainty in various aspects. One major concern has been the financial
unrest amongst the people either due to job loss or downswing in their business. This
has majorly impacted the personal finances of individuals at large as the expenses
remained the same, but there was a decline in the income levels by far.

However, all this could be minimised by right allocation of their funds and timely monitoring and rebalancing
of their portfolios. One such incident recently happened with my client. Couple of years back, he was doing
very well professionally and asked me to park all his surplus into long term funds and plans. I advised him
against that thought as it’s critical to have at least 10%-25% of your money parked in funds which can be
converted into liquid form without any harm to the returns planned out of them.
At the beginning of this year, he started facing a salary cut due to the Covid 19 situation. His immediate need
for surplus funds was catered to, from that very 25% of his entire portfolio which was invested in short term
funds due to my persistent requests. The client was very happy and relieved that he had listened to me on
that day. He could easily attend to his monthly expenses and maintain his existing lifestyle.

Volatility Coach Speaks 
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Anuj Mittal, Ghaziabad 
I have had a client who was married with two daughters. Unfortunately, he passed away
in a car accident. Somehow his wife managed to get a teaching job and became the sole
bread earner in the household. She came to me,and I helped her to plan her two daugh-
ter’s weddings and also a retirement corpus. Today after so many years, she is thankful
to me that I helped her make her financial plans.

  

Arabinda Kundu, Kolkata
My story of my first MF client started in 2006 with an investment of Rs 10,000 in an NFO.
By the virtue of acknowledgement and continued relationship with Bhattacharrya, I have
got many referrals from him and some of them became customer to client and client to
HNI in the journey of last 15 yrs. Bhattacharrya is also enjoying financial freedom and
early retirement with the corpus created through MF’s. All that happened with that Rs
10000/- check and continuing the journey with many challenges. His son is also estab-
lished today in USA after completing his study in abroad and MF’s money was most effec-
tive contributor for education funding of his son Debabrata.

  

Ashis Kumar Dey, Kolkata
Sometime it’s not only the core services of mutual funds or insurance that matters. A
client may have various other needs like bonds, share Demat, income planning in various
files, wills etc. One of my clients had all these requirements and we managed to get the
same done with our collaborations. Today, happy client makes us feel satisfied.

  

Ashish Kumar Sarda, Kolkata
This is the story of one of my investors, who I had motivated and made him realise the
importance of financial planning in life. So, he started a SIP, which helped him to sail
through this pandemic as his business was suffering and also helped his son to pursue
MBA.

  

Atanu Mahapatra, Kolkata
Customer Sankar Datta was a FD and postal saving customer, four years ago. After enter-
ing into equity market, he has invested around 6 lakhs in the last four years which grad-
ually increased with time and now it is around 10 lakhs with direct equity and MF. This
was over and above the existing FDs and postal saving. He also referred 10 new cus-
tomers who are also happy with us. Asset allocation worked and balanced approach gave
good returns to investors.
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Babu Krishnamoorthy, Chennai
Srinivasan was a CEO at an MNC. We had been managing his investments fairly well for
over a decade. Last year, his life took a sudden unexpected turn when he was diagnosed
with an advanced stage cancer, and before the blink of an eye (say 90 days) he was gone.
His wife, although educated, was not exposed to investing. As investment advisors, we
then made sure that the transmission of all his investments were successfully complet-
ed and the new investments were aligned to the realities of the family’s needs, whilst
patiently educating them about the various aspects of the new plans. It was important

to keep the trust and build on the portfolio, as Srinivasan would have desired.

  

Bhaskar Kundu, Jamshedpur
I have come up with an instance about how I gained the trust and grew into a good finan-
cial advisor for one of my clients. Back in the year 2016, one of my client’s employers
announced voluntary early separation scheme (ECS) for employees. At that time, she
consulted me about the financial gain and loss on that particular scheme. I elaborated
with her about a financial loss of around Rs 15 lac. Then she decided not to take the vol-
untary retirement option. In the year 2019, she got retired with satisfying amount from
her service and is investing her retirement corpus with us.

  

Bhavik Udeshi, Kolkata
Saibal Sarkar, who is an electrical engineer having 36+ years of experience in automo-
tive and home appliances industries shares that Bhavik Udeshi has helped him with
organising proper distribution of funds to different portfolios through a specific mode of
investment. He has also guided me through various investment options which made it
easy for me to understand and take appropriate decisions. I have also recommended
him to few friends of mine.

  

Bihag Parikh, Gujarat
In this low interest rate world, better tax efficient regular cash flow is the need of the
hour for retired clients like me. Bihag Parikh is managing it in such a way that upward
revision of cash flow every year is ensured. Also counting current inflation with the help
of systematic withdrawal plan is handy. I am getting advantage of this plan since last five
years. It is of great help to me to have a service from Volatility Coach Bihag Parikh in my
2nd Innings of retirement years. “Someone is sitting in the shade today because some-
one planted a tree a long time ago.” -Warren Buffett

  

Bikramaditya Bhaduri, Kolkata
One Sunday evening, I received a call from my Delhi based client for a SIP of Rs 5000 per
month, for higher education of his 11 years’ daughter. A few days later, I did a financial
planning for his entire family. Just after two days, he called me up and wanted to discuss
about his few financial goals of his life. The financial plan made for him opened his eyes.
From that day, he started SIP of total Rs 60,000 p/m for different goals. If I am able to
help this client reach all his goal, it will be a great achievement for me as an advisor.
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Biranchi Sarangi, Navi Mumbai
A family of two adults and parents living at Kandivali, Mumbai, Pravin, HR TCS, age 40 and
wife Sarika, teacher, aged 36, living with their old parents had no investments when we
met in Dec 2017. Then after a proper financial and goal planning, we recommended them
to do goal planning investment and emergency fund planning. Unfortunately, they went
through 4-5 family incidents and accidents from June 2019 - June 2020. Because of the
situations, Sarika had to leave her job for nine months and Pravin also met with a road
accident. But our prudent goal planning helped them with sufficient cash flow, in spite of

having no job and huge market crash because of the coronavirus. So, proper goal planning gives you enough
power regardless of the incidents happening in your life.

  

Bishan Kumar Agarwal, Delhi
I would like to share an instance where one of my client, previous year wanted to make
a lumpsum investment but I advised him to do a STP in debt fund. By now, the invest-
ment has given him 80% return compared to the lumpsum investment which would
have given him only 20% return.
In the end, it’s not how much money you make but how much money you keep, how
hard it works for you and how many generations you keep it for.

  

Chetan Jain, Bangalore 
This is the story of Rashmi (42 years), who lost her husband Suresh (45 years). Suresh
invested in MF’s and also covered his goals with term insurance for Rs 3 Cr.
Unfortunately, when Suresh died four years back. Following were key financial 
challenges:
1. The family needs Income replacement.
2. Funds for both the daughters upcoming higher education and Daughter’s wedding.
3. Creating a kitty for contingency and Plan for whole life survival.

Our advice
Split Rs 2.5crores in Debt and Balance funds with a SWP of Rs 1.2 lacs p.m.
Left out amount was parked in liquid funds to feed a previous committed Insurance policy (Expecting Rs 50L
in 2024 and will take care of her daughter’s higher education)
After 4 years, when I look back at Rashmi and her daughter’s happy faces and confident livelihood, I feel
proud of my role and function as a financial product distributor.

  

Datta Kanbargi, Belgaum
It was in 2002-2003, when people used to wait for tax saving bonds to invest additional
Rs 20,000 and save on tax. My wife had randomly listed some companies, government
offices and institutions and sent post cards in the name of manager/ general manager
of respective institutions, stating new series of tax saving bonds are floated with start
and end date. One day, I received a call from a person who was GM of a company locat-
ed some 20/25 kms from our office. Looking at the commission we used to earn on
these bonds, I was in a dilemma whether to visit him or no. Finally, I met him and got the

application with cheque of Rs 20,000. But it was just a beginning. Later on, we explained him about mutual
funds/SIP and its importance in the long run. He took our advice and started investing as per our suggestions.
In 2012, he used some funds for higher education of his son abroad. Today, he along with his son and daugh-
ter has a sizeable AUM with us. He is very happy with the journey of last 16 years and simultaneously regrets
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for not starting SIP of bigger amount then in 2003-04. He has referred lot of his colleagues, friends and 
relatives to us.

  

Deepesh R Mehta, Bangalore
In 2008, one of my clients, who was working at very high post in a software company got
introduced to me and I guided him through all the investment plans. I introduced a buck-
et strategy with the help of which he retired rich and finally became financially inde-
pendent at the age of 45 only.

  

Devender Goswami, Ludhiana 
‘If Mind can conceive, you can Achieve’ — this quote worked very well for me in these
pandemic times, the style of working totally changed and we had lot of time saved
because of not travelling physically to most of the clients, hence this bonus time was
utilised to spread the financial literacy among younger generation. Basically, it had two
purposes, one was obviously to spread the basic financial fundamentals and investment
ideas; second was to explore new areas of learning and sharpening the skills. We are hav-
ing some clients who are faculty members of renowned finance/ commerce institutions
of northern India. While discussing about their portfolios, I suggested them that in addi-

tion to normal curriculum, conduct financial literacy and practical investment techniques through webinars
and zoom presentations to their students of masters or undergraduate students. this idea worked very well.
We had successfully conducted a series of Financial Atmanirbhar Programme with young commerce stu-
dents of premier institutions. These programmes benefited many students as well as me. As to answer their
many queries, I have to revisit all my examples and subject matter. After practice of so many years, it was
great and very encouraging to interact with students and keen learners. As these programmes were not for
revenues, but I got a lot of new connects of their families and all new set of social circles across regions. This
is the power of technology and online virtual presentations.

  

Dhiraj Kumar Gupta, Gorakhpur
In 2014, a couple from rural background came to my office through a reference, with a
lot of fear of fraud from chit fund companies.
They knew nothing about any of the financial instruments nor mutual funds and were
sceptical to make any investments specially his wife. After a lot of discussion and brief-
ing they commenced with an investment in MF savings fund, when I convinced them that
they could withdraw their funds any time. Later, on a good faith they started goal-based
investments like house construction and daughters’ marriage. Soon with time, they

achieved their goals and now their son in law started his investments also with proper financial management
and planning. Honesty and need basis advisory is the mantra of this industry.

  

Dr Celso Fernandes, Goa
Naveen was a hard-working and industrious man who had quit his comfortable job to
launch his own start-up business. He loved his wife, Ritu, and their beautiful 6-year-old
daughter, Kiara, and showered them with all the comforts and luxuries possible. Upon his
untimely demise, a grieve-stricken Ritu was scrambling to make ends meet, as Naveen
had not made any financial investments. One day their old friend, Reynold, reminded her
of the life insurance policy that he and Naveen had bought together when they were col-
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leagues. It was a term insurance cover of fifty lakhs and needed solicitation to be claimed. Reynold remind-
ed Ritu, that it was Naveen who had encouraged him to buy it, saying that it was an investment for his fam-
ily. Ritu recalled Naveen’s words, “Don’t worry darling … I’m always there!”

  

Dr Rekha Bhutada, Nagpur
One of my client’s financial journey begun in 2006-07, he met me for the first time
through one of the common friends, with a goal to get financially free by age 55. He
started the journey by selling his Borivali flat in 2009-10. His first goal was to get free
from ‘Long-term capital gain tax’ on sold property.
With our consultation, he was able to achieve this task in shorter period of time by
investing Rs 30 lakh in few mutual fund schemes and paid taxes not from his pocket but
from dividend received on invested amount.His next financial goal was to generate pas-
sive income with inflation adjusted with regular monthly income. The amount was

invested in some rebalance funds and the dividend he received was good enough to take care of various
needs. Moreover, inflation and taxation were taken care of. Client kept on adding funds in various MF
schemes after all ‘Day to Day expenses is taken care of till date. SWP is a beautiful way to get monthly return.
Tough time and challenging situations like ‘De -monetisation and Covid – pandemic’ was take care of.

  

Easwaran TSA, Coimbatore
One of my client invited me to start a SIP for Rs 10k. After my financial planning with
him, I suggested him to invest more into SIP and PMS instead of buying shares from the
secondary market. Then they started SIP for Rs 1 lac and topped up it whenever they
had surplus money and invested 50 lacs in PMS too. Now, after five years their dream
house is fulfilled. They constructed a beautiful bungalow for 3 crs. without disturbing
their business investments. Best reward for their disciplined investments.

  

Gagan Gupta, Mumbai
I came across Ranjit Ray in the year 2006, during the Mumbai floods. Coincidentally, we
met at the lobby of our building trying to reach our offices, but both couldn’t dare to take
the car. We stood at the lobby for 10 minutes staring at each other. Suddenly, it struck
me to take my car and drop him. Immediately, I offered him to join me, with little hesi-
tation he accompanied me. On the way, we had a lot of discussion on Indian political,
finances, day to day affairs, economic affairs and so on and so forth. Happy to share, he
gave me appointment for his own financial planning at my office. He and his wife came
to my office and discussed about goal based financial planning, risk profile, investment

strategies and so on. He was more into properties and PPF investment. It was difficult to convince him. But
today apart from property and PPF investment, he is able to build a portfolio in such a way that all his life
events like child’s education, marriage of his child, vacation, and his retirement planning are all taken 
care of.

  

Girish Khandelwal, Chennai
Small Step leads to Big Leap. Way back in 2010, one of our clients has started SIP for just
Rs 2500 and gradually increased 10% to 20% for his safe retirement by 2028. Around
80% of the targeted amount 1.2 crore was already achieved which he couldn’t believe.
He did not get attracted towards lucrative and luxurious things, he opted for simple
strategy of incremental SIP, external noise was always disturbed but he kept our rec-
ommendation intact and today his calmness has finally rewarded him.
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Gurdesh Bhalla, Kalka
About 13 years ago, one of my clients belonging from a middle-class family started a SIP
for 2000 a month which grew to 10,000 a month. This planning helped him get his daugh-
ter married and also helped his son to complete his post-graduation. Through proper dis-
cipline and persistent approach, one can surely achieve his goals.

  

Haresh Bhatia, Mumbai
One of our clients, Nair has come to our office for investment advice in Dec-2017, after
conversing with him, we realised that he had faced some big loss in his previous invest-
ments, and he wants to recover that loss quickly through us, but we have explained all the
investment risk and return before investing. We have clearly told him that it will take time
and discipline to recover that loss and make gain out of investment and you have to do
investment of bigger capital when the market will fall, luckily covid-19 event has given us
opportunities to take the advantage of bigger gain from the stock market. Nair had fol-

lowed our advice and without fear, he had done good amount of investment in Feb-march-20 and this year he
has not only recover his previous losses of 2017 but recover returns on that investment also of the past three
years (2017-2020). RVCC course helped me to take the advantage of Covid-19 fall and help our clients to gain
from that opportunity of Covid-19 event.

  

Harish Naganna, Pune 
Not sure from where should I start, as I don’t want to sound like those TV commercials
“Before Harish, my financial state was hand to mouth and now we are millionaire”? Well,
jokes apart, today if we look back, we would really call ourself a fool who thought LIC, NSC
and FD was the only way that a person could save and the result was though we were
earning at par, there was no proper planning. Results were low returns on whatever
investments we made, all types of loans, heavy credit card bills and a constant question
in mind where we always compare ourself to other colleagues and think how can they

afford a life like this when we are earning the same amount. We got in contact with Harish Naganna through
a dear friend and our financial state at that time was a mess, there was no insurance cover, no educational
planning for our son, tons of loans, heavy credit card bills. Harish first understood our exact requirements, what
are our short-term and long-term goals. Then he explained his structured way of investment through Mutual
Fund which clicked with us. Today, after 3 years of association with Harish that comparison never strikes us
and it’s another way around that people now ask us how do we afford a lifestyle that we lead which is com-
pletely secured, loan free, everything is planned right from our son’s education abroad to our family vacation
every year to the location we choose. Now, this what we would call living life king size...Thanks, Harish for all
your efforts, and patience.

  

Hemant Kumar Agarwal, Najibabad
On March 31, 2020, my client who is a doctor by profession called me and urged me to
stop his Rs 1.5 lac monthly SIP with immediate effect. He was uncertain due to sudden
market crash due to covid. Further, he told me that his clinic is closed these days due to
lockdown and due to this he is not getting income to continue SIP. But I was surprised to
hear that at the same time he told me to deposit Rs 1.5 lac each in his and his wife’s PPF
a/c. It means that the reason behind stopping his SIP was due to market sudden crash and
uncertainty. I tried very hard to convince him that he should not stop his SIP, instead he
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can deposit amount in PPF after some time. It took me almost 15 days to make up his mind to not to stop
his SIP. I succeeded in convincing him and now he is happy and satisfied with my incidental advice to con-
tinue his SIP and not to stop it.

  

Jayraj Kadam, Bangalore
Jayraj Kadam has been a perfect investment advisor for me. I have known him for the
last two decades and he is the reason I have built up creditable portfolio over the years.
He draws a fine balance and has never been overly aggressive in securing business and
ensures I am comfortable before proceeding my next investments. He is a wealth of
information, and I am comfortable with the guidance he provides, right from my children
education fund and my retirement corpus. I have never found the need to look else-
where for my financial planning.
A written testimonial given by Adarsh Naik Mumbai.

  

Jeet Lal Prajapati, Gorakhpur
One of my clients, a civil engineer consultant who was at the age of 51, met me one day
and started an investment on 2k initially. He used to give around this much amount
whenever we met. His investment increased a little bit when his family size increased.
I advised him to cover himself with life protection. Days passed and one day suddenly I
got to know that he was in serious health condition. His treatment was going on but that
could not save him, and he left his family forever. He was the sole earning member of
the family. His father was aged 80 with no pension and his three minor children were

pursuing their studies. He dreamt that his elder child would become a doctor someday. Everyone was
shocked by this and at the same time was deeply concerned about their financial situation. I met his family
one day, and they told me all about this and I could feel the extreme shock and pain they were in. Then I told
them that he has done enough for his family that would bear their children’s education expenses and will
also help the elder son in perusing MBBS, their marriage, and apart from this 25k will be given monthly too.
They were amazed and in total disbelief as they knew that he used to save and invest a little amount. I
showed them the papers and gave them the evidence of his investments. I got the news recently, that his
child has completed his MBBS degree and became a doctor. His other two children were also near to the end
of their studies. His doctor child is managing his family very well. They are a happy family now.

  

Kamlesh Kumar Prahaladka, Kolkata
I met Pankaj Kumar Palriwala (HNI Client), referred by existing client five years back, he
had no financial investment till then apart from own business, from thereon we made
the financial plan according to his goals and needs by giving term, insurance, mutual
funds, direct equity investment health insurance. His family and all his goal-based needs
are now fully planned, and he is now fully satisfied that I am managing his full financial
portfolio.

  

Keyur Purohit, Mumbai
With an intention to take care of the retirement planning, one IT expert who was han-
dling bank operations now retired at the age of 60. He is now happily retired with tax
free returns, deferred pension, increasing pension, estate planning which can be passed
to his legal heir at zero cost and with all legal compliance.
Looking at the solutions offered to this client his three brothers are also seeking our
services for better retirement planning.
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Krishna Kunda, Hyderabad
One of my investors lost his life during the pandemic, and several others lost their jobs.
But because of proper investment and asset allocation they were able to sustain their
expenses and live a proper balanced life. Investing plays a key role in one’s life and at
times acts as a ray of hope in difficult times.

  

Kubdudeen Ajmal, Madurai
A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step. Hareesh, who started his
business career at the age of 23, was into industrial water treatment. At an earlier stage,
his business was the trending and he expanded all over all the cities, especially South
India (Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh). During his young age,
he earned more, and he reinvested in business only. At 40, his business became very
competitive as many of his customers are not re-paying their outstanding bills. As said
earlier, he invested his all earned money into business only. When he realised that money

should not be invested into one basket and needs to be diversified, he started investing in equity and debt
through debt funds. At the age of 50, he made quite sufficient money which won’t disturb his personal com-
mitments. He realised that diversified investment is required for all business owners to maintain their person-
al finance sufficient. Every businessman should maintain their company finance and personal finance sepa-
rately. Now, he is educating his next generation to handle personal finance from his earlier stage to avoid finan-
cial crush during his old age.

  

Kunal Chopra, Kolkata
One of my clients who happens to be housewife, had a few FD’s maturing very soon. I told
her that rather than spending it now, it’s better if she plans for her daughter’s wedding
which is after few years. I also told her why not to do a FD again. She understood what
my point was and agreed to invest rather than putting in FD. After few years, when it was
time for her daughter’s marriage she came to my office, invited me for her daughter’s
wedding and thanked me for guiding her about investments. I felt very proud that I helped
the woman do a grand wedding for her daughter.

  

Lakshmipathi Yelam, Bangalore
Ankit approached me when his portfolio was negative by 12% and wanted to wind down
all his investments as markets were volatile and worried further losses. I questioned him
his intent to book losses and put through a financial plan exercise to make him realise that
his goal of daughter’s wedding is 5 years away and his retirement 6 more years from
there. I explained him on how equity markets work, the cyclical movements it exhibits and
convinced him to stay invested albeit with changes to his portfolio. Sticking to the plan,
we booked profits (@18%) and as part of the re-balancing moved them to liquid funds last
year, earmarked for his goals.
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Mahesh Gattani, Amravati 
One of my clients, who is our investor from last 13 years has created wealth with us and
completed his goals by that wealth. Doctor by profession, he is now 60 years. He is
investing from last three decades but in the past 13 years he joined us, and we explained
him the benefits about mutual fund and specially about SIP concept and now he became
our HNI client. And he created good amount of corpus with us. From that wealth he ful-
filled his goals such as children’s education, settled them in America, married her daugh-
ters with huge celebration. He is also going on international and domestic vacations. Not

only that, but he is also primarily doing charity from that wealth. He did charity for medical facilities in tribal
areas in 2018 and also provided electrical chimney at Hindu Crematorium in 2019. In 2020, he made big
amount of donation to Rotary Internal Foundation of Rs 1800000/-.

  

Naveen Bhansali, Kolkata
As we all know that financial planning is must for every individual so is rebalancing. I
want to share with you all my recent experience with my client. In February 2020, when
I sat with one of my clients for his goals and portfolio review, he told me that he will be
needing approx Rs 10 lakh for his son’s higher education in the month of May 2020. As
the goal was very near, I advised him to shift the money in debt funds and we have exe-
cuted the transaction and market start falling in February end. My client was very happy
and told me that if we wouldn’t have shifted the money it would have been gone down
30% and he had to take money from his retirement portfolio. I was able to help him only

because of regular review and rebalancing of portfolio. Rebalancing is must in every financial goal planning.

  

Neepa Khatri, Pune
We have always been talking of wealth creation and goal planning of our clients but neg-
lect our own staff. I realised that in the Month of Feb 2020, when one of my ex-staff
members who had left the job 2 years due to marriage, came to me saying “I need to
redeem 1 Lakh from my portfolio.” She was 10th pass employee whom I had trained and
was looking after the whole back-office work of my office. Out of her salary of 8K per
month, she started a SIP of Rs 2500 and managed to increase it to Rs 4000. And in the
span of 5 years, she could accumulate 2 lakhs. She told me that she was planning to buy

a small business where she needs to invest around 1 Lakh and could earn monthly income of 30 K per month.
It is not the amount of corpus, but the discipline and attitude towards the life. Having financial freedom is
great.

  

Nikhil Naik, Mumbai
“The greatest discovery of all time is that a person can change his future by merely

changing his attitude.” Oprah Winfrey said it and our clients lived up to it. Our clients are
always conscious of making timely investments. But their ideas about investments
revolve around Gold, FDs & LIC Policies. Once they meet Naik Wealth, they are then open
to the idea of investing in mutual funds via SIP. Once they imbibe the good SIP habit, their
SIP amounts grow gradually over the years. They end up sharing their pearls of wisdom
like “Naik Wealth helped me plan for not only my retirement but also my father’s 
retirement.’
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Nishith Baldevdas, Chennai 
I came across a client in 2009 who was a doctor by profession, he was completely clue-
less of any of the financial instruments for him, gold and real estate were only the invest-
ments he had made. He started the journey with us making a small investment and by the
year 2011 he started making bigger investments. Due to unforeseen circumstances in
2014, he attained lotus feet of God. The worst part was that his wife was completely clue-
less on financial transactions due to her poor education background. Soon a lot of rela-
tives, tried to sell her some investments as they knew that she would have received

money from insurance companies on the demise of her husband.
But as we had good relations with her, she trusted us and today she has sufficient liquidity to manage her day-
to-day expenses and meet her goals with proper risk management.
This was a special case for us because we made her realise the importance of financial literacy and now, she
does her budgeting activities and also undertook how financial markets works. This was a very successful
experience for us because we could teach her the perception towards money.

  

Om Prakash, Noida
The pandemic has adversely affected the people who had not done proper wealth man-
agement and financial planning. But people who had taken corrective measures has got
good returns, like one of my clients who diversified his business and had sent his son to
Ivy league.

  

Opinder Jain, Hyderabad
Rajendra (name changed) used to serve tea at my client’s office. He was very particular
about the likes and unlike of his guests who visited regularly. This impressed me. One day,
he visited my office for investments. He mentioned that most of the people only advice
people with big money. Since then, he started a SIP and was able to buy one scooter in
three years instead of planned five years without EMI. He is the first one in his communi-
ty to buy a scooter. Today, he has created a corpus of over nineteen lakh rupees and have
introduced over 40 clients to our company. His target is to reach one crore corpus before
retirement.

  

Ovishek Chowdhury, Siliguri
It took us several visits over one whole year to convince one businessman to invest in
mutual funds. He was from a very traditional investment mindset, so we focused on safe-
ty and liquidity, and on-boarded him with liquid fund. After a few months, he realised that
his investments were generating handsome gains compared to bank SB account, and in
some cases, the then prevailing FD rates and redemption was also hassle-free whenever
he needed money. He became confident in us and gave us the responsibility of managing
funds that were lying unutilised in his company’s current account. We provided him with
suitable solutions as per his requirements, and won words of appreciation from him, along

with referrals. Now, apart from mutual fund investments, we are managing his family’s health insurance, vehi-
cle insurance and life insurance portfolio as well.
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Paresh Shah, Mumbai
I got a reference of a 30-year-old man from one of my existing clients in 2002. My
prospective client then, named Denzil, was 30 years old and was working in DDB Mudra
group as a telephone operator. He was visually impaired. He got married and wanted to
save for future investments. I analysed his current situation and future needs, based on
which I recommended him to have a partnership in his salary. My partnership initially
started with 30% and gradually increased to 40% of his monthly salary. He is currently
47 years old. Along with the investment, we have taken life insurance for Denzil and for

his wife Joshila, a Mediclaim (health insurance) which covers all three of them (Denzil, Joshila and Sheldon)
and a personal accident policy for him and his spouse. He is now planning to invest approximate 45% of his
monthly salary.

  

Pawan Kumar Agarwal, Kolkata
Just a few weeks back, one of my acquaintances, a practicing CA, Ashish Agarwal, called
me up looking for help for one of his clients, who tried to invest directly and take advan-
tage of the recent market correction, but ended up making some bad decisions due to
lack of guidance and handholding. Ashish put us in touch and after two video call ses-
sions, he understood the value and importance and shifted his corpus with us and is
committed to long-term investing with patience now.

  

Pawan Kumar Shukla, Mumbai
I can recollect an inspiring story of a 19-year-old college student, who did proper finan-
cial consulting through me and started SIP with 5k and eventually invested in various
asset classes. Today in three and a half years, he is still in is masters and his overall port-
folio worth is Rs 14.5 lakhs. He was so inspired by his savings, that he is working even
harder and continued to invest his savings. True education gives you liberation and it
inspires me to help youngsters to gain financial freedom.

  

Piyush Rakecha, Kolkata
Couple of years back, sitting with a professional, I was casually discussing about how I
help clients achieve their financial goals through mutual funds, then this person recalled
that she has placed redemption request in various mutual fund schemes, and they were
all stuck due to closure of her registered bank account. I took details of all her folios with
various fund houses and found that all her contact points such as mobile number and
email IDs had changed and therefore AMCs were unable to contact her to revalidate her
redemption. I helped her to revalidate redemption in 7 AMCs totalling around 8lacs with

minimal hassle to her and the funds were credited to the bank account within 15 days and I refused to charge
a fee for this.
Today, I am managing a corpus in excess of 1 crore for this client, slowly moving her investable assets from
traditional saving instruments to mutual funds.
Remember, it all started with a small act of showing genuine responsibility with client’s money.
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Pradip Dey, Guwahati
There was this family I knew where the father had just passed. It was very tough for the
mother to provide for her children. They had some savings and some investments, but it
was not enough to sustain. I guided the woman into proper financial planning and also
planned for their children’s future. The woman knew that through proper financial plan-
ning she would get stress free and focus more on the family and the children. Today, after
so many years the mother is thankful to me and continues to be one of my oldest clients.

  

Prasad Deshpande, Pune
I would like to share an instance of one of my clients, who eventually started with a SIP
but always has shown trust and faith in me even though his wife was a CA. He being an
investor was never carried away by herd mentality nor volatility but always saw the larg-
er picture with a sense of patience and followed the principle of being greedy when oth-
ers are fearful and being fearful when others are greedy. With time he repaid all this loans
and EMI’s and soon became my first client who generated a corpus of more than a crore.
Investing requires qualities of temperament way more than it requires qualities of 
intellect.

  

Praveen Jain, Agra
Habit of regular saving and investing can do wonder. Similarly, this affected Bayal’s life.
Bayal was doing job and started investing 30 years before with me by Rs 1712 premium
and later started investing in mutual funds with us. With his money he could fulfil his
dreams for his children education. His son became engineer. Later his investment helped
him in the marriages of his daughter and son. His small savings also helped his son for
purchasing car and flat in Noida. Still, he is using his old savings to get regular income for
his livelihood. This is one of the many stories of successful financial planning and financial
success and happiness.

  

Prof Saurabh Bajaj, Mumbai
Our primary job is to handhold the clients in difficult times. Yogesh Shah and Veera Shah
are an NRI couple based in the US. They became our clients in 2015. Yogesh himself is a
finance professional and was seeking professional guidance regarding his personal
finance.
We did their planning and started their SIPs in Jan 2015. Things were going fine till March
2020. In March 2020, when the markets started going down, Yogesh was scared a bit. He
could see all the accumulated gains getting wiped out in this fall. He asked us if he should
redeem his investments.

We guided him to stay invested, continue his SIPs and even invest more money if possible. He was not too
sure, but still agreed to continue. We continued counselling him through our IAPs and videos. Slowly his con-
fidence was restored.
By December 2020, when the markets recovered and Sensex reached 47,000 levels, Yogesh’s joy knew no
bounds. He thanked us again and again for showing him the right path and handholding him during the diffi-
cult times.
His belief is now even stronger that how a good financial coach is of utmost importance in the journey of
wealth creation.
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Puja Luthra, Agra
Gupta, a 52-year-old gentleman, working as an insurance surveyor visited us one day in
a very worried and sad state of mind. Reason behind which was his scattered wealth and
no planning of retirement and wealth management. He was confused as he was unaware
of his corpus and its growth. We then introduced him to the World of Mutual Funds.
Starting initially with debt and balanced funds we started small with him. Slowly and
gradually all the savings he had scattered were then shifted to mutual funds on maturi-
ty. Today, after 10 years, he has a CAGR of 12.5% and a corpus of more than 10 crores.

This all happened because of his patience, our guidance and his trust in us. Now, he has the visibility of his
wealth and is really happy, satisfied and confident in terms of money matters. Today, he has his 100% invest-
ments in mutual funds in various asset classes. We along with handling his portfolio are also handling his
wife’s investments, who runs a small boutique and also his son who is into a start-up has started consulting
us. As a family, today they feel more secured and confident. Receiving so much love, affection and respect
from their family and nurturing our client’s wealth efficiently gives us immense pleasure, happiness and sat-
isfaction.

  

Rajesh Kumar Kesarwani, Prayagraj
As far as I can recall, this story goes back to 2005, when I used to go to meet my client
where he lived as a tenant in the building.
The landlord also lived in the same building, so whenever I used to confront him I used
to greet him and once on the occasion of New Year, I gave him a diary and a calendar as
an act of courtesy. So, I introduced myself and he was the chief registrar in High Court
and was not aware of any financial instruments except FD and PPF.
After a year, once he told me to get his SBI policy renewed, so I got it done and gradual-

ly we had built a good relationship.
Just before his retirement, he approached me for his retirement planning and he did not want to take much
risk. So, I invested in debt and balanced fund and gradually as he gained confidence he increased his invest-
ment to more than a crore and has got more returns than he expected.
Opportunities lies everywhere and always finds a way, all you need is patience and right perception.

  

Rajesh Sarwagi, Guwahati
Through the reference of one of my clients, I got to know about a lady who had recently
lost her husband. His husband used to invest in direct equity and mutual funds. But as
she did not have any financial knowledge she was in a very dire situation and struggling.
After looking into the matter, I realised that he had a portfolio of more than 3 crores and
even his wife was unaware. So, I rebalanced and restructured the whole portfolio which
generated good returns.

  

Rajiv Lochan Ghosh, Kolkata
In words of my client Sushantu Haldar - Rajiv Lochan Ghosh, to me is a guide who helped
me to plan my portfolio management in a creative manner using his business consulting
services which has benefited me hugely. Few lines are not sufficient enough to express
my gratitude to him towards attaining financial stability and medical sustainability. An
advisor who thinks good for his investors will attract all the good in his life.
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Ramakrishnan V Nayak, Chennai
Few years back, I met an investor through one of my existing clients’ references. Even
though he was earning well, owning few properties and investments, his net worth was
not up to his potential. When I pointed to him, that his net worth is marginally positive
and equivalent to just three months of his monthly salary, it was an eye opener for him
and his family. Thereafter, we started working on a disciplined plan to improve his net
worth by reducing loans and building investments. In four years, the scenarios have
changed, and his net worth is very meaningful as of today. Recently, he said these words

to me, which I cherished a lot, ‘The best thing that has happened to me is, to have you as my financial guide.
What I couldn’t achieve through my first 18 years of career, I could do it faster by reaching closer to financial
freedom in last four years. Thanks to you.’

  

Rananmohanrao Nemani, Vizag
The big money does not always lie in buying and selling but in waiting. My client, who had
consistently invested and kept nerves of steel even in adverse times was able to com-
pound his wealth because of which today his son is studying in US. Compounding is the
8th wonder of the world. He who understands it, earns, and he who doesn’t, pays it.

  

Rashmi Shah, Mumbai
When we were small there was a story about the thirsty crow, who found a pitcher of
water but the water level was pretty low, so he started putting in pebbles and the water
level rose, and he drank the water. I have a customer, Manjula, my first lady client, who
started an SIP three years ago saying if she need money in an emergency, she will take it
out. Last year due to the lockdown, her son and husband were sitting at home without
work. She said she needed the money and enquired if she can withdraw it. I said of
course, that’s the reason we started the SIP. She was very happy that the saved money
came in handy. She again started the SIP, as soon as the situation became normal. She

thanked me for giving her a good advice and helping her.

  

Ravikant Soni, Gorakhpur
One of my client’s Sinha, when I first met him had a large sum in his savings account and
had not invested as he was sceptical and also worried about retirement. So, we guided
him and acted as a torch bearer by making him invest in senior citizen saving scheme and
Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana so he could get definite pension for next 10 years
and also recommended him health insurance. We also made proper allocation in debt and
equity for his long-term goals.
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Rishabh Kankaria, Kolkata
‘The stock market is a device for transferring money from the impatient to the patient’.
A friend/client had parked money with me for six months stating that this was for a spe-
cific purchase and should be in liquid. Now, while I understood that in the current sce-
nario making more than 4-5% wasn’t possible when the client needs the money you can-
not be greedy. Over the next few months, the client kept messaging facing FOMO of Bull
Markets, but I refused to shift even a penny to equity. Eight months later when he actu-
ally required the money, he thanked me for keeping his behaviour in check and that’s

what I feel our real job is – ‘To manage the psyche of an investor’.

  

Ruchika Verma, New Delhi
Last one year was an extraordinarily difficult period due to pandemic playing its havoc on
the lives of many of our near and dear ones.
We are serving financial industry since last 25 years. We have never experienced such a
bad period as we had lost many of our prestigious clients or their family members dur-
ing this period. It was really a testing time for us.
We had to stand strongly in their family’s support emotionally as well as professionally,
by submission and getting timely hassle-free settlement of death claims and transmis-
sion of financial assets in family member’s names.

This has further strengthened faith of our esteemed clients and their family in our services as they had prac-
tically experienced role of a good financial advisor during tough times when they or their family members
were not in a position to carry out things DIY way.

  

Sagar Panchal, Navasari
A small flour mill owner once came to me to get his physical shares converted to Demat.
On completion of the job, on a good faith he started a SIP of Rs 1000. With time, trust
began to build and gradually he increased his investment in SIPs, structured equity prod-
ucts and lumpsum in mutual funds. With Investor’s persistence, perseverance and
patience of 5+ years and above and with all his trust on us, we delivered supernatural
profits in all of his investments. We believe in giving back profits, which led him to buy
land for his new home and he could also fulfil his dream of building his own home.
“The most important attribute for success in value investing is patience, patience and

more patience. The majority of them do not possess this characteristic.” — Peter Cundill.

  

Sameer Kaila, Faridabad
One of my clients, who is into business of exports, had been investing in mutual funds
through SIPs and lumpsum since last 4 years. During Covid in 2020, his daughter got
engaged and was to get married in January 2021. Since there were liquidity crises due to
business, and he will not sell his real estate assets. I advised him to liquidate his mutual
fund units accumulated over period of over four years. He redeemed close to 75 Lakhs in
December/ January and was able to arrange luxurious wedding of his daughter. He was
thankful to me to have guided him to invest in mutual funds.
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Sanjay Durgan, New Delhi
Over the years, we have evolved from too much of data analysis and macro news to focus-
ing on the human side of investing! Client conversations shifted to understanding their
‘Investment Personality’ and their behaviour patterns. Patterns that defined their invest-
ment experience, as distinct from market performance.
Year 2020 was a moment of great satisfaction when - during the complete economic lock-
down – Vikas Agarwal, a transporter, was not only able to meet all his business and fami-
ly expenses but also couldn’t meet the EMIs on the four trucks that he had purchased as

recently as October 2019. His savings and investments into mutual funds over the period 2004-2007 had now
multiplied by 5-7 times. Despite the 2008 market crash and long drawn underperformance of markets since
2012, the average returns on his investments were 11.67% annualised. Managing emotions was the key. And
the RVCC certification provides us an insightful framework for deeper engagement with our clients.

  

Sanjay Tiwari, Bilaspur 
It is proved that wealth not only gives you financial security, but it also gives you name and
fame. This has been proved by one of my investors, Satish Kumar Gupta of Shri Shivam
medical stores, Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh. For so many years, he has been investing in Mutual
Funds and today, he has created one of the biggest multi-specialities medical stores in the
city and this has all happened because of the investments which he has done throughout
his life.

  

Sanjeev Chawla, Delhi
Being a volatility coach and qualified personal finance professional has immensely helped
me in adding value and creating long term wealth for my esteemed clients, despite unex-
pected, continued volatility and under-performance of equity markets. As a volatility coach,
now my clients have started taking my rebalancing advice very seriously, and it is signifi-
cantly helping them in maintaining their portfolio by keeping a right mix of equity and debt,
according to their risk profile, and without worrying about ups and downs of equity mar-
kets. Yearly re-balancing approach has totally changed the perspective of my clients

towards risk adjusted returns and has helped them achieve their financial goals with complete peace of mind.

  

Satya Prakash Mahawar, Kolkata
‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ - a firm believer of the fact that ‘the world is one family’. Most
of my client’s thinks this way and so I have started thinking. Few of my clients do not hes-
itate to call and ask me on matters not only related to finance, tax, GST but also on fami-
ly matters. For many, I am an extended family and happy to serve them for so many years.
I have seen so many financial phases of life, from being bankrupt at one stage to being a
millionaire, with so many clients and myself also. Pain and pleasure continue as a part of
our journey.

  

Saurabh Jain, Kolkata
‘Time in The Market’ is more important than ‘Timing the Market’. Year 2020 has been a rollercoaster journey
for the market and our clients as well. We have seen Nifty 50 Index correcting to 8000 levels from 12000 lev-
els and there after making a new high of 16000 recently. When market tanked, investor’s sentiments also were
shaken, and they were very confused with what should they do with their investments? Some wanted to stop
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their SIPs, some wanted to redeem, and others were waiting for a further correction to
invest. As a financial advisor, our biggest challenge was to manage the behaviour bias-
ness of our client as we firmly believe that investor’s behaviour determines the return
that they will earn from the market. We conducted seamless online session, every fort-
nightly with all our clients and also with many corporate employees addressing their
concerns related to their portfolio. We motivated them to have patience by showcasing
instances of the past that many such calamities and crises have happened but every time
whenever such crises have happened markets have rebound in 1 - 2-year period. My best
seller book - Financial Wellness Cinematics also has a chapter “Bahubali- The Fearless

Investor” which motivates investors to be like Bahubali during such turbulent times. Thus, our team motivat-
ed the clients to stay invested in the market and continue their SIPs and investments as it was good oppor-
tunity to buy more units at lesser NAVs. The biggest lesson that we drew was that “Time in the Market” is
more important than “Timing the Market”. My sincere thanks to all my investors who have stayed with us,
and we are happy and committed to be the partner in their wealth creation journey.

  

Shankar Saha, Siliguri
My experience after becoming a volatility coach has been very profound. I am able to
explain risk profiling and management in a very scientific way to my clients. What I have
realised that communication of volatility coaches is more profound and acceptable
because of the weekly master classes for them. I have used my learnings and so the
clients are benefited. Clients follow the asset allocation and are stress free. This is a great
source of happiness to clients and me also.

  

Shifali Satsangee, Agra
We have always believed what the “Founding father of Life Planning” George Kinder quot-
ed: “Listening to the client rather than imposing our agenda, using the simplest of open
ended non-financial questions.” Therefore, while onboarding a client, we have included
certain important processes:
Personality & Risk profiling: To deepen our client engagement during interactions, we not
only focus on objective data but stress more on subjective data of the clients (life histo-
ry, attitude, values, thoughts, dreams, financial philosophy, fears, concerns, what is impor-

tant to them, their definition of risk etc.), which helps us to gauge the client’s priorities.
If he is the kind, who would basically only believe in data and analytics, logic and reasoning, it would become
handy to approach him with tables, charts, data statistics handouts and proof of statements to influence him.
Based on the personality profile of our client, we need to take cues and deal with him in a way in which we
could best connect with them. We need to be on the same page as him/her and connect with the pulse. We
need to understand the psyche of our client. We are more than just advisors who configure the product to
the client needs, we are also psychologists wherein we have to handle human behaviour. The role of
Behavioural finance cannot be undermined. Along with money management, we also manage the behaviour
of clients.
Scenario Planning-During initial engagement with any client its essential to set proper expectations regarding
market movements and possibilities of negative returns. We develop plausible scenarios and discuss the
implications which does away with myopic behavioural biases.
This also helps us retain them at a time when the markets are tizzy because having made them understand
the basics of finance and investing, our clientele is better equipped to handle volatility. So chances of reten-
tion are higher. We also witness miscalculated behavioural issues (the omnipresent fear and greed factor). So
as an advisor, we learnt that our role is to manage both their finances as well as their behavioural biases. It
is equally important to pare down the expectations of the clients when the markets are witnessing euphoria
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or scaling up, as it is to hand hold when there is excessive pessimism.
Any unrealistic expectations are done away with from the client’s mind. Having a clear contract improves your
relationship automatically and cuts off chances of any misunderstandings later.
Also, our ability to say NO has held us in good stead. We have had clients who were not matured enough to
handle a particular product category, clients who have heavy loans to repay, clients who are not or under
insured, insisting on investing in mutual funds. We firmly refuse to accept such investments and advise them
to first repay the debts, get sufficiently covered, even if it means us losing business. And trust me, we have lost
a lot of business this way but eventually clients realise our integrity and come back to us after the needful is
done.

  

Shreyansh Kumar, Agra
Before the pandemic began, I unexpectedly met one of my investors which soon became
a blessing in disguise for me. Soon with time, we had struck such good relations with one
another that he referred me to various investors from all over India and abroad. As a result,
through references the number of investors associated with me outgrew exponentially in
a short span of time with the help of platform BSE Star MF. Through this very initiative, I
used to promote and inculcate in people a sense of financial literacy and make them
realise the significance of wealth management and planning in such unexpected times.
This process gave me the opportunity to touch people’s lives and transform them to a

great extent.

  

Shweta Camma, New Delhi
In my mission to run a campaign on financial literacy for the masses. I undertook a finan-
cial literacy workshop to prisoners in Tihar jail and also sessions for LGBTQ community, fac-
tory labour and slum.
To make masses financial empower, I educate many of them on a continuous basis.
People understood the magic of compounding slowly and gradually. Finally, many of them
were able to get into banking and investment stream and that was a great success. ‘Don’t
be a money miser, be a money wiser’.

  

Srikanth Matrubai, Bangalore 
One of my clients, Raju was not keen on investing, and I sort of forced to make savings not
only in debt funds (for emergency backup) but also in equity funds.
Gradually, over a period of time the funds grew to a decent corpus.
Due to Covid-19, sadly my client Raju lost his job and to his misfortune, he even had to
face Covid himself.
Due to this double whammy, he had no money and exhausted his health insurance cover
and had to pay extra from his pocket.
With no job, the situation would have turned truly horrible for him but our advice for him

wherein we had forced him to save and invest not only saved him from disgrace of having to seek financial
help from friends and relatives, but he was able to comfortably tide over the period of job loss.
Raju has got a new job now and most importantly; he has a new renewed faith in equity investments. All this
thanks to the learning I had from the Rebalance Volatility Certification Course.
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Sumanta Banerjee, Bardhaman
I have seen many ups and downs in the lives of people around us and I strongly believe
that everyone should have a financial planning for a better tomorrow. So, I have started the
financial literacies programme through Gamification.
I have conducted the volatility game with various small group of people, few self-help
group and group of students also. Through this Gamification, I make the participants to
realise how assets allocation is important to them. The concept of the power of com-
pounding is huge importance in the long-term investment process.

With the financial literacies as mission when I share the concept through Gamification it becomes easy for
everyone to learn and become more educated and aware. The goal base financial planning and wealth man-
agement is a little comfortable subject for them. Equity is an important asset class for long term investment
and bit the inflation.

  

Tuhin Jana, Tarakeshwar
I am sharing with you a story of attaining financial freedom. Almost more than 15 years
back, I met a man who was a simple vegetable vendor having some land for cultivation.
In cultivation, some years the vegetable vendor get good amount of profit, but he did not
know how to manage it, so I advised him how to manage it. Luckily, he showed faith in me
and invested according to my advice. I fully utilised the year 2008 crash, for equity invest-
ing. Today, his corpus is more than 2 crores.

  

V Vijayarangan, Pune
A few years ago, I met a couple who knew how to earn money, who knew how to spend,
but when it came to financial planning, they were novices. After years of our journey
together, we can proudly say that I have generated good returns for them, and they now
know how important it is to have a financial advisor to lead a financially stable and finan-
cially disciplined life. Today, we all stand tall, proud and care-free knowing that the
finances are in great hand.

  

Varun Mittal, Ghaziabad 
Dimple Dhawan and Rajneesh Dhawan living in Noida are our investors for the last 14
years. I used to visit their house at least once or twice a year to discuss financial matters.
During the meeting time, Sandhya Mohanto, the domestic helper living at their house
would often hear us talking about the mutual fund. In August 2017, Sandhya Mohanto
started SIP of Rs 2000 at the behest of Dimple Dhawan, which was about 10% of her
monthly income. Surely, this was a very important amount of money that Mohanto gave it
to me to invest and now I have to responsibly choose a fund that can create a good expe-
rience for her so that she creates a good amount in the future. Simultaneously, her confi-

dence in the investment going forward. Surprisingly for me, she never allowed her SIP to bounce in the last four
years and never expressed concern about valuations. Rather, she increased her SIP to Rs 5000 about two
months back which is about 15% of her monthly income.
The point of the issue here is to note that now such small investors in India are opening the way for their wealth
creation by investing a substantive part of their hard-earned money in mutual funds continuously through SIP.
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Here praise should also be given to Dimple Dhawan, who not only showed her domestic helper the right way
to invest but also thought about her wealth creation with the feature stick approach. I believe that in the com-
ing time, many such as Dimple Dhawan who is an enthusiastic investor will show such a path to many such as
Sandhya Mohanto who need wealth creation. By this way, more and more Indians will be able to achieve finan-
cial freedom through investment in mutual funds.

  

Vasant Prabhu, Mumbai
Life is a concoction of knowns and unknowns. Some are known unknowns and some are
unknown unknowns. We, at Wings for Futura, help you prepare for the following four things
such as (a) Dealing with emergencies and uncertainties of life (Known Knowns). (b) Health
Crisis, Disability and Death (Unknown Knowns), (c) Dealing with Retirement, extent of
longevity and futuristic interest rates etc(Known Unknowns), (d) Dealing with aspirational
goals (identifying your inner core things of passion and things which will give you ultimate
satisfaction(Unknown Unknowns). We help the clients in a manner that they can deter-
mine the best asset allocation for themselves. The way we guide and steer the clients in

their financial journey helps them minimise risks and face the uncertainties of life with confidence as well as
earn optimum returns for their short term and long term goals.

  

VR Aiyappan, Mysore
Once, during my travel, I had a casual conversation with a co passenger who was around
53 years old, and during the flight we exchanged our numbers and discussed various top-
ics ranging from politics, economics and finance. After a few days, I got a call from him,
and he mentioned he wants to plan for his retirement. I was pleasantly surprised as we
hardly knew each other. He was straight and told me that he would like to know me more
and also understand the concept of mutual fund before investing. Then, I started educat-
ing him on investment and mutual fund concepts. After approximately six months, he
made his first investment, today he is one of my biggest clients and he has built a suffi-

cient retirement corpus for his retirement. I am also taking care of his son’s investments, who has just started
his career.

  

Vijay Bharadwaj, Ghaziabad
One of my clients was working with Reliance Energy in a senior position. He had given me
all the necessary information about himself and his family and had patience listening to my
presentation. However, about one and half years later, he died in a Naxalite shootout in
Jharkhand during his official visit. I was shocked by the news, and I helped the family to
settle the claim, not only with Aditya Birla Sun Life Insurance, amounting to more than Rs
60 lakhs, but from policies of all other insurance companies also. I helped the family in
winding off the home loan, vehicle loan etc. which were all insured. Through all claim set-
tlements, the family got more than one crore plus home loan settlement by the insurance

company. The Reliance company also offered a job to his wife after his death. To me, I felt satisfied with the fact
that through my advice, I have helped a family to get financial support through investments.
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Vijay Wadagbalkar, Mumbai
I approached my sister and her husband Vasant, for the life cover for her husband. After
analysing, I gave Vasant a whole life plan for Rs 5,00,000 + Term Rider for Rs 5,00,000/-
with annual premium of Rs 27,000, in August 2004. Vasant suffered from colon cancer in
June 2007, and after a series of chemotherapy and multiple surgeries, he died in June
2008. I could arrange for a claim of Rs 11,60,000 from Max Life for my sister, within 15 days
of Vasant’s death, and I invested the claim amount in a fixed deposit with HDFC Ltd, giv-
ing her Rs 8,500 monthly income to support her lifestyle. My sister always remembers the

financial security she gained from Max Life, and thereafter, I gave financial security cover to at least another
five families/friends of mine.

  

Vishal Kudmethe, Amravati
The Parental Responsibility towards the Child for Education! In today’s fast moving world,
inflation in education is running faster than ever. I made this understood to my investor,
Prakash 7-8 years ago, and hence on the birth of his second child, I asked him to start an
SIP in A MF Children’s’ Gift fund for Rs 5000/- per month and I also asked him to put Rs
1,00,000/- gifted by his father in Law for the Girl Child, Anvi in the same fund. For him, this
was going to be a big experiment as he had never seen anybody do this apart from doing
Traditional LIC Policies. But looking at other investments of his mutual funds he agreed on
my request.

Coming to the present day, 7 years down the line, his Investment of Rs 5,20,000/- in total thorough lump sum
and SIPs till now has grown to whopping Rs 10,15,051/- with 15.09% CAGR, almost double of the investments
made. Even if he had invested the same Rs. 5,20,000/- in lump sum at a time in Fixed Deposit at 8% per annum,
the value today would have been only around Rs.9,00,000, which is way less than current value in mutual
funds. Looking at this successful experiment, he is more than happy today that he has fulfilled his parental
responsibility towards the education of his child Anvi. By the time, she becomes 18, the expected value of
funds is going to be Approx Rs 68,30,000/- and at the same time account statement of Anvi Prakash has
become model statement for me!

  

Yezdi Minocher Daruvala, Nagpur
Kamrunnisa Malak is 85 years old now. Considering her age, the most important part is
to invest her money in a proper asset class which is not into risk and consistent return
is received. The true idea for her is to leave a legacy for the next generation so that her
name is remembered. Few words from my client, “Yezdi Daruwala is my financial advi-
sor, he is working for me for 4-5 years. I am fully satisfied with his work. He is quite effi-
cient as well as prompt in his work. He is trustworthy”.

  

Ramesh Jagtap, Indore 
I started a STP of one of my clients in liquid fund with one lakh rupees, but after that he
never made any part payment. Within a span of 15 years, that became a huge amount that
helped him in his son’s higher education.
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Naresh Verma, Noida
I am very proud of my work that I am doing, and my team is very happy with the rich learn-
ing environment they get in our office. Our firm is absolutely transparent and if we make
any mistake, we openly acknowledge it. I remember, once a client has invested a sub-
stantial amount in a liquid fund and inadvertently, we picked the wrong option which
meant higher tax dividends. I couldn’t sleep that night. I went to him next morning, wrote
out a cheque for Rs 135000, which was a big amount for me at that time, and told him
about our mistake.

I made him aware that he will be losing Rs 135000 because of this error, apologised and handed over the
cheque to him. He took the cheque from me, looked at me and then tore up the cheque in front of me. Today,
he is one of the biggest sources of referrals for my firm.
I learnt from my failures and have created a practice today that my clients are confident about. My team is
happy working here which gives me a sense of satisfaction and we will continue to serve our clients beyond
my time as well.

  

Parag Shah, Naranpura
I used to invite one of my HNI clients frequently in financial seminars. But one time, he told
me that all these seminars are about asset allocation in equity market, which I was already
doing for them. So, he decided not to attend any more seminars and asked me to manage
their money in my own way.

  

Swati Joshi, Mumbai
Our client was staying and working in Arab country for quite a few years. He decided to
come back to India after retirement at the age of 46 but was not sure if he could sustain
early retirement financially. When he approached Moneybolism and opened up about his
plans of early retirement, we helped him realise that with disciplined and systematic
investment plan, we could achieve this and other needs like his son’s education, marriage,
business setup, monthly household expenses or dreams like vacations, house purchase,
buying vehicle, etc. He could manage this because he understood and followed our sug-
gestions through regular reviews of his financial goals.

Today, in 2021, he is living comfortably, without any financial stress and also sitting on handsome wealth assets
created since last 5 years, even though he is a conservative investor. Going with what this happy investor says,
“Moneybolism is always there to handhold its investors in all highs and lows!”

  

David John Aireddy, Hyderabad
One of our client’s colleagues had seen us many a times helping and planning for the var-
ious life’s financial goals of some of his top management executives and colleagues. One
day, he approached us to help him to plan and invest in mutual funds for his family’s
future goals. After understanding his risk profile, we began with an SIP. Our client, being
very disciplined, kept increasing through top-ups and incremental SIPs.
As he attended the IAPs conducted by us, where we share lot of knowledge about invest-
ments, asset allocation, risk and rewards in equity-based investments for long term goals,
etc. he gained lot of confidence and trust in us.

After a while, he invested the total amount received against his retirement savings in a PSU organisation.
Simultaneously, as he gained confidence, he also introduced his father who is a retired pensioner, whose sav-
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ings were lying in traditional deposits, etc., which were exited against maturity, liquidated and invested with us.
Over the years, all their investments have resulted in a very good wealth creation for them. Currently, in the
family even his daughter, who is an US NRI has started investing with us. Here three generations of family mem-
ber’s success story are being written down with our efficient hand holding in their investment journey. Based
on market conditions, we have rebalanced their portfolio as and when required.
His testimony has brought us the much-needed satisfaction and inspiration to plan, implement and achieve
many more investors lives goals. In fact, client acquisition is mainly done through referrals from existing clients
who have achieved their goals over last 17 years of our business. We had been continuously educating our new
and existing clients through IAPs (Investor awareness programs) regularly. After being trained and certified as
volatility coach, the volatility game before lockdown was also introduced in the IAPs, which has greatly helped
our clients know more about market volatility and the importance of asset allocation.
During lockdown, we stay connected with all our clients digitally via video conference meetings. Since, we
became paperless office two years back, we are able to easily service our client’s investments during the last
18 months.

  

Bhavesh Sharma, Jodhpur
One of my clients was heavily invested in fixed deposits and insurance products. One day,
I had a detailed discussion with him on his portfolio and provided him a clear picture of
what is going to happen if his 85% money is invested in FDs and insurance products. He
initially was not convinced, and I had to provide him some more facts about where he
should reallocate the money and how the portfolio will perform. When he understood this,
he decided to withdraw most of the money from FDs and deployed in the portfolio we
designed for him. Now the returns what he is getting on his portfolio is almost 80% more
than FD. As on till date, he has provided me with 12 new clients, whose portfolio we have

done with proper asset allocation.

  

Suraj Jagadale, Pune
I met Sunil Kumar in the year 2011. I always try to make my client understand the impor-
tance of PAD with 3i concept - Protection through Insurance, Accumulation through
Investment and Distribution through Inheritance. He started following my financial con-
cepts since then. We had made an emergency fund since beginning. In Dec 2019, he was
earning 1.50 lakh per month and his company got closed. Suddenly he was jobless at the
time when auto industry was going through bad time. He got confidence after seeing that
he can survive with all his expenses for 1 year from emergency fund. So, he continued with
upgradation of knowledge through different courses and survived for almost 12 months on

the emergency fund. Simultaneously searching for right job. He got a job with salary of INR 5.50 Lakh per month
in auto company in Kazakhstan. This is the power of having an emergency fund.

  

Danny Moraes, Goa
In the year 2013, I met Joao Santana Fernandes at a meet in a local school. On a casual
note, he mentioned to him the benefits of mutual funds.
He was anxious but started his investment in mutual funds in order to save his taxes with
a lumpsum of 45K. With a passing of several months and regular meetings, I explained him
the benefits of SIPs which energised him to start a SIP in tax saver with a commitment of
4k only to save taxes.
However, stressing on power of compounding he has allocated 20K across different fund
with financial goals in mind. Now he refers me to his known circle and suggest them to
starts SIP.
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On behalf of all the volatility coaches of India we pray and pay our respect to the 
departed soul of Late Prashant Garg of Ghaziabad. He left for heavenly journey in April
2021 due to Covid. Prashant became a tribe member in 2017 and since then he was a
very active member. He was very passionate about managing wealth and learning. He
was not only enthusiastic about ideas of investments but was also very curious on
research. We pray to all mighty for the progress of the departed soul. Om Shanti, on
behalf of all the Volatility Coaches Of India.

In the Loving Memory of Prashant Garg

Episode: 1
Topic: Learning from pandemic and way forward for
Indian and global markets marked the beginning of the
journey with Raamdeo Agarwal, Co- founder, Motilal

Oswal Financial Services, S Naren, CIO ICICI Prudential
AMC, Anil Sanghvi, managing editor, Zee Business,
Navneet Munot, CIO, SBI AMC (now MD, HDFC, AMC),
Mahesh Patil, CIO, ABSLMF.

SSL ACADEMY 
ORGANISED A 21-WEEK ONLINE SCALE UP SKILLS

LEARNING PROGRAMS FOR MUTUAL FUND
DISTRIBUTORS (MFDs) ACROSS INDIA WHICH 

BENEFITED OVER 2300 MFDs

  

Pankaj Gera, New Delhi
Pankaj works with Mother Dairy. He started his journey of investing in mutual funds about 13
years back. His daughter, Akanksha was then aged about 12 years and had received a gift of
Rs 50000/- from her grandmother. He invested his money in Child Care fund – a hybrid cate-
gory fund. Upon my insistence, he started a SIP of Rs 4000/- for marriage of his daughter. He
continued investing without watching performance of his funds. Markets corrected many
times – in 2004, 2005 during financial crisis of 2007-08 again in 2009, again in 2015 (in Jan and
Aug) and in 2016 (Feb and Nov). He stayed put and kept increasing his SIP with increase in

salary. When his daughter got married in 2018, he redeemed funds and was comfortably wedded his daughter. His
other SIP helped him to achieve his other goals (son education, buying car etc.). Today, he attributes his financial
stress-free life to disciplined investment in MF SIP.
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Episode: 2
Topic: Behave your Finance - A book authored by
Kanak Jain was launched in presence of Dr
Radhakrishna Pilai of Chanakya International Institute
of Leadership Studies.

Episode: 3  
Topic: It was on markets and global scenario with Dr
Ajay Pathak, director, IBS Kolkata and MFDs like Vishal
Avasthi, Jalandhar, Aajay Beell, Kolkata, Bhushan
Mahajan, Pune, Jayant Yewale, Pune and Prasad
Samgan, Pune.

Episode: 4 
Topic: Focussed on learning from Bollywood movies
for investors with Sourabh Jain and Amit Trivedi. This
was followed by panel with Mahesh Gattani- Amrawati,
Devender Goswami- Ludhiana, Chandresh Rawla-
Bundi, Pankaj Upadhyay-Chattisgarh and Rajesh Kumar
Bhutta- Beawar on relationship management.

Episode:5 
Topic: We experienced a motivational session with Dr
Himanshu Buch on Life is a Celebration. Also present
was Dr Joshita Davar Khemani, managing partner LS
Davar & Co who shared the importance of IPR Law for
financial advisors. Other advocates accompanied here
were Manoj Gupta, trademark and design attorney,
Shivang Mishra, patent attorney, Sridevi Mitra Ghosh,
trademark attorney.

Episode: 6 
Topic: Was tuning the youth with Abir Satsangee, Agra,
Charmi Shah, Mumbai, Ovishek Chowdhury, Siliguri,
Kushal Sarawgi, Guwahati, Sourav Bhadhury, Kolkata,
Shreyansh Jain, Agra, Shradha Mohta, Kolkata, Piyush
Rakecha, Kolkata, Pawan Agarwal, Kolkata, Akash
Vijayrangan, Pune, Gouri P Vishwas Rao, Mumbai,
Sudarshan Prasad, Mysore. Each one shared insight on
why youth should come in the business and what moti-
vates them.

Episode: 7
Topic: Fundamental analysis by Shailesh Saraf, Varun
Mittal, Bihag Parikh.

Episode: 8 
Topic: Top women of India in personal finance man-
agement

VC Shifali Satsangee, VC Neepa Khatri, VC Kanika
Kapur, VC Rashmi Shah, VC Shweta Camma, VC Swati
Joshi, VC Ruchika Verma, VC Dr Rekha Bhutada.

Episode: 9
Topic: Niche marketing and advisory with Rtd Col
Sanjeev Govila and Eric B Delisle, serial entrepreneur
founder and CEO Bloomstack, USA and VC Nitin
Sawant.

Episode: 10 
Topic 1: Way forward for MFD’s after new SEBI regula-
tions.
Topic 2: Your strength leads you to success with
Abhinesh Kumar, Lucknow.

Episode: 11 
Topic: Planning for children with speaker’s VC Dr Celso
Fernandes, Goa and VC Deepesh Mehta, Bangalore.

Episode: 12 
Topic: Art of stock picking and long-term retirement
planning
VC Sagar Kirankumar Panchal, VC Naresh Swaika, VC
Yash Dugar, VC Srikanth Matrubai, Devesh Mundra, VC
Haresh Bhatia.

Episode: 13 
Topic: Dealing with HNI’s and Ultra HNI’s with VC Nikhil
Naik, VC Ramakrishna V Nayak, VC VR Aiyappan and VC
Babu Krishnamoorthy.

Episode: 14 
Topic: Succession planning with Raj K Lakhotia

Episode: 15 
Topic: Global investment and international practice
management with Prashant Ajmera, founder, Ajmera
Capital, Ahmedabad, Grant Hicks, practice manage-
ment expert, Canada, Himanshu Gupta, India Business
head, co-founder, Singapore, Sitashwa Srivastava,
founder and CEO, Stockat, USA.

Episode: 16
Topic 1: Balanced allocation of organisational wellness
with HR like Sujaya Nag, HR Leader Inventa Digital
Technologies Pvt Ltd Samparkian , Himadri Das, HREP
Load-NE, East and Nepal for KONE Corporation
Samparkian, Ashish Banka, People Leader - Compass
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Group Samparkian, Ayan Das, founding member
and vice president of Customer Success at
People Strong, Deepa Shetty, Head HR for Xalted
Information System. Also present were
Debashish Mohanty, KS Rao, Ajit Menon,
Aniruddha Choudhuri, and Manesh Thakur

Episode: 17 
Topic 1: Collaborate to grow for retirement
planning with VC Pankaj Kumar Gera.
Topic 2: Mind power for successful health and
living with VC Harish Naganna.

Episode: 18 
Topic 1: Sales and Marketing, 18 clutter man-
agement process or sales mastery with ‘sach ka
samna’ with VC Biranchi Narayan Sarangi,
Mumbai.

Episode: 19 
Topic: Managing relationship — Your strength is
your success

Episode: 20 
Topic: Creating a crystal-clear vision for your
company with Manish Bhartia, MD and promot-
er of CDE Asia Ltd.

Episode: 21 
Topic 1: Understanding P2P Platforms,
Topic 2: Small Case PMS 
Topic 3: Insurance Aggregator and Opportunity,
Topic 4: Investing in International MFs
These sessions were followed by Financial
Freedom Fraternity organised beyond class-
room season 1 on retirement planning and asset
allocation. Season 2 on confidence building with
Sushama K Jain. Season 3 was on presentation
skills. Season 4 was about international best
practices for financial advisors. Finally, season 5
was on wellness where yoga, diet, acupressure,
music was featured.
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Financial Freedom Fraternity also organised FFF
Premier League Cricket 2021 on March 15, 2021 at
Kolkata with six teams. This semi-final qualifier was SBI MF
and Nippon India MF. Final runner up was KTR, and winner
was Motilal Oswal Mutual Fund Team. Financial Freedom
Fraternity intend to organise this game with MFDs and
AMC every year across India with the help of various MFD
association as a part of fellowship and learning with peer
group.
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WELLNESS THROUGH

VOLATILITY GAME

Awards and Recognitions
The Volatility Game and its various Financial Wellness Program wins:

• Wealth Forum most innovative Investor Awareness Program 2018

• RMB in association with The Economic Times most innovative investor education program 

2018, 2019, 2020

• HR Sampark most accepted financial wellness program for the employees of organisation 2019

Company Sector

Dabur India Ltd FMCG

Vistara – TATA SIA Airlines Ltd Airlines

Randstad India Placement Agency, Recruitment Consultants

Sodexo India Food services, facilities management

Titan Company Limited Accessories ( Eye, watches, jewellery )

Sony India Pvt. Ltd Electronics

Kohler India Corporation Private Limited Bath Fitting Accessories

Bajaj Auto Limited Auto Sector

KONE Elevator India private limited Elevators

Tata Power Limited Electric utility company

CESC Power-generation & distribution

Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited Telecommunications

The Times of India Group Media

The Hindu Group Media

Rotary Means Business Business Business Networking Platform of Rotary

Xorient Technologies Software

Ashok Leyland Vehicle

LIST OF CORPORATE WHO ORGANISED FINANCIAL WELLNESS PROGRAMS
WITH VOLATILITY GAMES DURING THE YEAR 2019-21. HUNDREDS OF

EMPLOYEES OF THESE ORGANISATIONS WERE BENEFITED
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